Upon leaving University, Prospects House provides teams who
support student graduates in the next step in their careers.
Helping to bridge the gap between employer and student, Prospects.ac.uk are a vital part of the UK economy, helping companies recruit new talent, whilst simultaneously giving students a
pathway into their professional livelihoods. As term contractors
for Painting & Decorating at Manchester University, George
Jones were recruited by one the biggest graduate recruiters in
the UK, for the external redecoration of their building on campus, after high recommendations from the facilities department.
The external redecoration at Prospects House (pictured), required extensive preparation beforehand, with a full colour
change to the building. Gaining high level access from 2 cherry
pickers, George Jones’ directly employed operatives worked
simultaneously to the external of the building, to start and complete within 3 weeks. Moving around the building, block colour
changes were applied to various sections throughout to offset
the grey external, matching the eye catching website of the customer in question. Metalshield was applied to metallic areas, to
modernise and prevent rusting throughout.
Set amongst one of the largest student populations in the UK,
the team at George Jones had to maintain a constant level of
security to ensure the safety of students and staff alike. Areas
were cordoned off and monitored by a standby man on the
ground throughout the commencement of works, to maintain a
consistent high standard of H&S. The end finish brings the
building up to a standard which it’s design and the business
which it houses is deserving of, with a striking semblance of
colours against a neutral background. We can perform any
manner of redecoration such as this, within the timeframe you
require, get in touch and see how we could do the same for
your business.

Client:

Value:

Prospects.ac.uk

£25,000

Project Key Aspects
Specialist high level access required for this project, undertaken by qualified IPAF operators
Securing the area from the resident student population
of the University maintain a safe site throughout

Specification: Pliolite & Metalshield

Contract:

Fixed Price

Conservation and helping to improve the integrity to the
exterior of the building providing longevity to the masonry
Continuous team of operatives deployed with previous experience of similar projects in higher education
Quality experienced and highly trained team of operatives
carried out the works to industry high standards
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